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Today in luxury:

In case of Brexit emergency: A stockpile of luxury Swiss watches

Britons aren't just stocking up on essential medicines and toilet paper in case Brexit cuts off supplies from the rest
of the world. Retailers are hoarding Swiss watches, too, according to Bloomberg.

Click here to read the entire article on Bloomberg

Marble Ridge lawsuit against Neiman's dismissed

A Dallas judge has dismissed a Marble Ridge Capital lawsuit against Neiman Marcus Group that had alleged "the
fraudulent transfer of the MyTheresa assets to Ares Management and the Canada Pension Plan Investment Board
for no consideration," reports Women's Wear Daily.

Click here to read the entire article on Women's Wear Daily

Louis Vuitton pulls Michael Jackson-themed items from collection

French fashion house Louis Vuitton has pulled Michael Jackson-themed items from its 2019 summer menswear
collection following a documentary about alleged child abuse by the late pop star, per Reuters.

Click here to read the entire article on Reuters

Somebody call a sturgeon! Caviar prices are flatlining

Caviar prices are sinking as fish eggs cultivated in China are flooding the global market for what used to be a rare
delicacy, says the Wall Street Journal.
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Click here to read the entire article on the Wall Street Journal
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